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Abstract

Integration of autonomous object-oriented systems re-
quires the integration of object structure and object be-
haviour. Research in federated information systems has
so far mainly addressed integration of object structure.
The integration of object behaviour carries with it the
promise to finally move integration tools beyond the state
of the art at which they have (roughyl) existed for the bet-
ter part of a decade, and we are embarked on a project
that examines this problem in terms of object life cycles.
The topic is also increasing in actuality since it also ap-
plies to the integration of business processes, which is
typically required when companies merge or enter into
consumer-producer relationships, and results can be ex-
pected to naturally extend to the arena of web services.
Ultimately, the goal will be to define consistency criteria
for behaviour integration and apply them in integration
tools that guide the definition of global behavioural views
upon autonomous object-oriented systems.

Keywords: object-oriented databases, database de-
sign, federated information systems, behaviour integra-
tion, business process integration, web services, meta-
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1 Introduction

Over decades one of the central lessons in information
system design and software engineering has been that the
ad hoc development of information systems is generally
a highly error prone and risky approach. The history of
information systems is a series of stages in which models,
procedures, guidelines, and criteria were developed to al-
low designers to judge the validity of the systems they
have produced. These models at the same time permit to
control the design process and, by identifying problems
the moment that they arise, prevent them from becom-
ing severe hindrances in later stages of the development
process when large parts of the system may depend on
what turns out to have been an incorrect decision. This
is nowhere more visible, and more difficult, than when
dealing with the integration of information systems.

In a number of differing guises and based on a set of
differing, but nonetheless related, technologies, “Integra-
tion” is one of the driving themes in current database and
applied computing research in general. A recent special
issue of theCommunications of the ACM[cac02] and sev-
eral articles in subsequent issues dealt with integration
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topics. Whether at the level of classical database appli-
cations, web services, workflows, integration is a matter
of significant concern.

It is well accepted that, like database design, system
integration is anengineering taskwhich cannot be fully
automated. The methods and techniques developed to be
used by a system designer during integration will com-
prise informal design guidelines as well as formal consis-
tency criteria for checking whether the behaviour of ob-
jects in the federated schema is consistent with respect
to the behaviour of objects in the export schemas (see
Section 4.3). This will enable designers to identify and
correct problems in the design of such systems before de-
velopment progresses to the stage of detailed code devel-
opment, generally resulting in high cost savings in devel-
opment and later maintenance and extension.

However, a key aspect of existing research on the
integration of federated information systems is that it
has concentrated almost exclusively on the structural as-
pects. Past research in FIS systems (e.g. [BE96, Con97,
GSSC95c, KS95, PS98a, Sch98, SN88, SN90]) has con-
centrated on this aspect almost exclusively. Integration
of object behaviour has received some attention, but only
at the level of single operations (or “activities” at the
conceptual level) [CEH+97, VA97]. Integration of be-
haviours, both more complex and much more far-reaching
in the benefits reaped, has so far been neglected. In no
less than three international workshops on Engineering
of Federated Information Systems [CEH+97, CHH+99,
HvdHH+00], integration of behaviour kept being iden-
tified as an open problem and an important future re-
search issue. It is a commonly recognized trend in object-
oriented information systems development that the devel-
opment of languages, notations, methodologies, or design
policies tends to focus initially on dealing with issues of
object structure, because structure is in general less com-
plex and easier to handle than behavior. Nevertheless,
rigorous guidelines for analysing and integrating behav-
ior will assist the designer in approaching behavior in-
tegration in a structured rather than an ad-hoc manner.
This results in a substantial increase in development pro-
ductivity and significantly facilitates later extensions and
modifications. The goal for the upcoming years clearly
is to develop methods and techniques for the logical inte-
gration of objectbehaviourwhich may well extend to the
integration of whole object-life cycles.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
first introduce the classical FIS approach as a reference
model, and explain both the challenges and promises of
behavior integration in terms of this architecture. In Sec-
tion 3 we then examine existing work that already ad-
dresses or highlights some of the problems that have to
be faced, and in Section 4 finally describe our current ap-
proach for addressing the tasks still at hand.



2 Federated Information Systems

Decentralised computing and the need for interoperabil-
ity have led to the development of federated information
systems systems. A federated information system (FIS)
is an integration of autonomous heterogeneous software
systems (often database systems, in which FIS are called
federated database systems (FDBS) [AS90]), where both
global applications accessing multiple systems, and local
applications are supported [HvdHH+00]. The techniques
for FDBS have been successfully applied to many appli-
cation areas such as engineering design, healthcare and
banking [HvdHH+00]. According to the 5-schema archi-
tecture [SPSG00], generally accepted as the basic struc-
ture of FIS [CEH+97, CHH+99, HvdHH+00], the con-
tents of the local pre-existing systems are described bylo-
cal schemasin possibly different native data models. The
local schemas are translated intocomponent schemasof
the FIS using a common and semantically rich data model
[GSSC95c, NS89]. The parts of the component schemas
to be shared in federations are defined inexport schemas.
Federated schemasprovide an integrated, common view
on several (but not necessarily all) export schemas. End
users access the FIS viaexternal schemasderived from
federated schemas.

2.1 Federated Databases

The success of FIS technology depends on the availabil-
ity of techniques for integrating export schemas into fed-
erated schemas. Without integration, global applications
would need to access several export schemas directly and
would need to resolve semantic conflicts, which occur
frequently when local systems have been developed inde-
pendently. This is not at all desirable for two reasons: (1)
Global applications accessing the same export schemas
need to resolve semantic conflicts redundantly. (2) Global
applications become directly dependent on local changes
to the export schemas.

This architecture naturally implies that one of the most
important operations is the integration of several export
Schemas into a FIS, where the schemas are expressed in
a high-level, conceptual object-oriented model. This re-
quires the integration of object structure and object be-
haviour. The immediate question is at which level be-
haviour integration should be examined; it should be high
enough to allow a clear expression of basic object be-
haviour without being muddled by implementation details
to the degree that a clear solution to the problem becomes
impossible. The best level for this purpose would be at
the level of object life cycles, which capture the develop-
ment of objects over time by formalisms based on state
charts [EKW92, RBPE91] or Petri nets [KS91a, KS96].
Work on this level, although so far limited to straightfor-
ward modelling instead of integration, has so far been un-
dertaken specifically because it allows unambiguous ma-
nipulation of object semantics with acceptable effort and
intuitive presentation to the user or developer, properties
which are just as desirable for the problems to be handled
in the current proposal.

Various projects on FIS have been carried out dur-
ing the last decade (cf. [Con97, CEH+97, CHH+99] for
an overview). Fundamental concepts for object-oriented
database integration go back more than 15 years (e.g.
[KS95, NS89, SN88, SN90]) and have found their re-
alisation in various prototype systems (e.g. [GFFK94,
KDN90, KFM+95]).

Although the different approaches to schema integra-
tion vary in details, the integration process typically com-
prises the following steps:

1. Schema translation:The local schemas represented
in native data models are translated into component
schemas represented in a canonical data model.

2. Schema enrichment:Most approaches use a semanti-
cally rich data model as the canonical model in order
to facilitate the integration process. Then, if the na-
tive schemas are formulated in semantically poor data
models, schema translation must be complemented by
a schema enrichment process, to add semantics and
knowledge not captured in the local schemas (e.g., gen-
eralisation or aggregation hierarchies) in interaction
with the human user.

3. Identification of correspondencesbetween elements of
the component schemas1 to be integrated. In this con-
text a large set of semantic heterogeneities have to be
considered (e.g, naming, scaling or type conflicts).

4. Integration: Found heterogeneities are resolved by re-
naming, rescaling or restructuring, and corresponding
schema elements are integrated. Generalisation is a fre-
quently applied technique to integrate corresponding
object types in object-oriented integration [Con97].
Although many schema integration techniques make

the above distinction between apre-integration phase
in which correspondences between elements in export
schemas are detected and anintegration phasein which
the export schemas are integrated to a federated schema
according to the detected correspondences, practical ex-
perience tells that these phases should be allowed to over-
lap and that users often ask to develop the federated
schema incrementally (productive prototype approach).
Integration methods need to take this proclivity into ac-
count.

It has taken a long time for theoretical FIS research on
data integration (cf. [BE96, Con97, CEH+97, CHH+99,
HvdHH+00]) to find its way into commercial practice.
Key commercial players such as IBM offer now vari-
ous middleware tools to build FIS (e.g., DB2 datajoiner).
Mike Stonebraker observed in “Intelligent Enterprise”
(April ’99) that “data federation systems are coming” and
“you can achieve scalability to the enterprise only by log-
ical integration”. Although not necessarily couched in
standard FIS terminology, this capability is being pur-
sued with a new sense of urgency given the increasing
importance of B2B e-commerce applications that envis-
age the interoperation of multiple businesses or compa-
nies subject to their shifting business relationships, in-
cluding mergers and acquisitions. Especially in the latter
case the effort required for integrating different IT solu-
tions on similar domains is often a critical problem that
will highly profit from sound methodological support.

As identified by [CEH+97, CHH+99], the integration
of object structure is well established, but the integra-
tion of object behaviour is an open issue [HvdHH+00].
Clearly, to carry over and extend well-known techniques
for data integration to behaviour integration is both a chal-
lenging and useful topic of research, and the promise
of using object lifecycles as the basis for behaviour
integration was also pointed out in a dissertation on
schema integration [Sch98]. In [Fra97], the author has
addressed a related topic, view integration for object-
oriented databases. The main difference to schema inte-
gration for federated databases is that in view integration
the objects are virtual in the component schemas and real
in the integrated schema, whereas in federated databases
the situation is just the opposite [Sch87]. Overall, it is
fair to assume that methods and techniques developed for
behaviour integration in federated databases will drasti-
cally expand the scope and expressiveness of the state

1Without compromising the 5-schema-architecture, we do not distinguish be-
tween component schemas and export schemas. This distinction is irrelevant for
the schema integration problem.



of the art in information system integration, which has
so far been focused on mere structural integration. In
particular, the incorporation of object life cycles into the
integration process will constitute a major step forward
in federated information systems, which have until now
supported only the integration of data, but neglected the
integration of the processes manipulating these data (cf.
[CEH+97, CHH+99, HvdHH+00]).

2.2 Business processes

Although not usually included in the a majorapplication
area of this integration of object-life cycles is the inte-
gration of business processes. The traditional techniques
of structured analysis and design are being increasingly
replaced by object-oriented modelling approaches in the
development of business information systems. Following
an object-oriented approach, data about business cases is
represented by the structure of objects and processing of
business cases is represented by the behaviour of objects,
whereby the processing of business cases over time is
reflected by object life cycles [BPS97]. Typical scenar-
ios which generate the need to integrate pre-existing, au-
tonomous business processes are the merger of or the es-
tablishing of a consumer-producer relationship between
two companies. As depicted in [SPSG00], any number
of business entities can interact in B2B transactions using
B2B framework mechanisms, which means these frame-
works must provide the capabilities described for Feder-
ated Information Systems above. The conclusion the au-
thors draw is that semantic conversions are needed, with
integration of legacy systems and enterprise applications
being important to the success of such systems, and that
existing frameworks “do not address these issues suffi-
ciently.” In the December 2000 issue of ACM SIGMOD
Record, Hasselbring et al. [HvdHH+00] point out that
the success of new component technologies within indus-
trial settings is dependent on usable solutions for behav-
ior integration. The next section describes our approach
to address this urgent topic, which, according to Hassel-
bring et al. “has evaded researchers for a long time”, by
developing a sound methodology and valuable tool sup-
port for behavior integration [HvdHH+00].

3 Languages for Process Descriptions

A fundamental decision concerns the selection of the
canonical data model. The canonical model must be
rich enough to model the semantics expressed in the lo-
cal schemas, as well as any additional semantics ob-
tained from the enrichment process in order to facilitate
the detection of correspondences between elements of
the component schemas [GSSC95c, GSSC95b]. Avail-
ability as implementation model and wide acceptance
are other important criteria [Sch98]. Object models,
mainly ODMG, are generally used as canonical models
[CEH+97, HvdHH+00], but ODMG is not semantically
rich enough (cf. [CHH+99]) to capture object life cy-
cles, as opposed to design notations that are, e.g., based
on state charts (e.g. [EKW92, RBPE91, RJB99]) or Petri
nets (e.g. [KS91a, KS96]). Our own research has used
Object/Behaviour Diagrams (OBD) as starting-point in
the project for several reasons:

1. Basic OBD constructs have a very close correspon-
dence to object-oriented language concepts (cf. Ta-
ble 3 in [KS91a]), which enhances comprehensibil-
ity and facilitates translation to an implementation
model

2. later extensions, such as refinement hierarchies
[Sch90], local referential integrity [KS92], labelled
behaviour diagrams (LBD) [SS02], and the distinc-
tion between types and classes [LOS97], provide im-
portant richness which can be utilised during the in-
tegration process,

3. commercial tools for modelling business processes
based on Petri nets are available (e.g., [OSS97]).

In addition, we have demonstrated before [SS00a] that
specialisation in OBD (and its inverse, generalisation,
which is used for integration) allows to distinguish clearly
between extension (i.e., adding new features) and refine-
ment (i.e., considering some features in more detail),
whereas such a clear distinction is not always possible
in UML [VA97]. Most importantly, given that a formal
definition of UML is still in a state of flux, we have been
successful in the past in solving issues of model seman-
tics in OBD and transferring the results to UML [SS00b].
After using OBDs as initial research vehicle, the investi-
gation of how our results can be carried over to UML is a
natural next step.

Object behaviour diagrams were originally presented
as a graphical design notation for the design of object-
oriented databases [KS91a] and later extended for the
modelling of business processes [BPS97]. Object di-
agrams are based on semantic data model concepts,
and behaviour diagrams rely on Petri nets (but deviate
from them in specific concepts significantly, see [KS91a,
KS96]). A behaviour diagram of an object-type consists
of activities and states, corresponding to transitions and
places of Petri nets, and instances (more exactly, object
identifiers) correspond to tokens. Activities take time;
objects reside in an activity state during an activity ex-
ecution.

3.1 Integration concepts

Initial ideas on behaviour integration have been presented
in earlier work [PS98c, PS98b, PCS01].

• In [PS98c], the integration approach was outlined on
a very specific subcase (disjoint object types are in-
tegrated) and for a specific consistency criterion (ob-
servation consistency).

• [PS98b, HvdHH+00] considered view integration
from the observation consistency perspective.

• [PC99] deals with the integration of different views
on object behavior.

• In [PS02] a 3 level integration architecture was
examined which permits the separate modeling of
business process (background logic), workflow, and
webflow (presentation). As a result, a certain degree
of modeling independence between the different lev-
els can be achieved. Integration between different
processes could occur at either level. Integration at a
higher level will imply integration at the lower lev-
els.

• In [PS02], formal correctness criteria for e-business-
processes are described, and an algorithm that de-
termines a behavior-consistent composition of web
services is introduced.

3.2 From databases to business processes

Even though UML is the de facto standard in object mod-
eling, in the last years, a number of new conceptual lan-
guages for describing application behaviour have been



developed, mostly with a view towards modeling business
processes and web services. So far no standard language
for modeling business processes and their behavior has
emerged.

We give a quick overview of the different languages or
language families and their properties, and contrast them
with other existing languages. One feature that virtually
all these languages with the exception of BPEL4WS share
is the absence of support for compensation, an important
ingredient of any transaction model that is to be suitable
for a web service environment.

Petri Nets: In [vdAvH02] ’high-level coloured Petri
nets’ are used to model workflows. The approach
provides a graphical and expressive notation and
supports a life-cycle model. However, there is no
special consideration for modeling exceptions and
compensations.

OBDs: A Petri net based formalism with additions for
modeling software execution.

UML Activity Diagrams: UML is a widely used mod-
eling language with many different notation types.
Activity Diagrams (AD) are the notation suggested
for the description of business processes. Their main
drawback is the limited expressiveness for paral-
lelism (limited to hierarchically nested composite
states) and the informally defined semantics.

UML EDOC : With the introduction of the Meta Ob-
ject Facility (MOF) the OMG created the possibil-
ity to describe metalevel models in UML. In 2002
the UML Profile for Enterprise Distributed Object
Computing (EDOC) was released which is a MOF
compliant framework. It has an expressive graphi-
cal notation but the semantics for its life-cycles are
limited and ambiguous.

XPDL: The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC)
has developed an XML-based Process Definition
Language (XPDL) for supporting the interchange
of process descriptions between different workflow
systems. It is rich in modelling concepts but there is
no graphical representation.

Web service languages:Most of the released web flow
languages are based on XML and are built on the top
of the Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
by the W3C. WSDL describes only static interfaces
does not have a graphical representation. The Busi-
ness Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BPEL4WS) has a graphical notation and combines
the concepts of Microsoft’s XLANG and IBM’s
WSFL. It allows the description of life cycles and
provides a message correlation model. I actually

ebXML: ebXML offers a standard for describing busi-
ness processes and for choreography of business
transactions in business collaborations. It focuses
on the exchange of business messages, collaboration
agreements and collaboration profiles. These aspects
are not mentioned in other related work [Tec01].
ebXML also uses UML for business process spec-
ification schemas. However, only the class diagrams
are used and are not intended for the direct creation
of ebXML business process specifications, i.e., there
is no graphical notation except for the class dia-
grams. [Tea01].

4 A Metaclass Framework for Integration

Based on the underlying issues identified in the last chap-
ters, we propose a meta-class based approach to behav-
ior integration. Metamodelling is a generally accepted
powerful tool for introducing semantic relationships into
an object oriented model in fashion. Examples include
[KS95], where explicit metaclasses were identified as a
highly suitable tool for tailoring data models for specific
applications by introducing particular application depen-
dent semantic relationships. More recently, metamod-
elling has become a favored path to exploring UML ex-
tensions through stereotypes and constraints. These can
now be described through the OMG MetaObject Facility
(MOF) since it has been integrated into UML.

Moreover, a metaclass-oriented approach fits the na-
ture of the object lifecycle view that we identified ini-
tially as our preferred angle for high level behavior de-
scriptions.

4.1 Integration Levels

The approach views the integration process as affecting
four modelling levels, progressing from the basic model-
ing infrastructure down to the individual instances.

1. Meta-Metaclass Level:At this level, a framework
consisting of meta-metaclasses provides tools which
are used to create metaclasses with particular prop-
erties, i.e., metaclasses that can be used to define
groups of classes with similar behavior. The intent
in this case would be to use this level to define the
generic underlying behavior description and merg-
ing infrastructure: the definition of operators that
would take multiple classes and integrate their be-
havior.

2. Metaclass Level:The metaclasses in this level in-
stantiate the structure and behaviour of the meta-
metaclasses. Existing behavior can be specialized
and extended. At this level, the integration frame-
work will be specified more precisely for a particu-
lar application domain, e.g. the insurance industry,
libraries, or car manufacturing.

3. Class Level: On this level the classes instantiate the
behaviour of the classes in level 2, i.e., a class
defines an individual business process (or one of
its constituents). Special data structures which are
needed by the different applications of a domain are
implemented in the classes.

4. Instance Level: On the last level the instance process
takes place. The instances are created and combined
with data, e.g. a RAA Car Insurance policy, a Uni-
versity library, or a Holden car.

The different system definition levels are mirrored by
the sequence of integration stages and the different groups
of persons involved in each stage.

Stage 1: Framework development - the definition of the
Meta-Metaclasses and the operations they provide is,
effectively, a research outcome. They build a frame-
work for the level 2 and support it with objects and
operators.

Stage 2: This is the highest level of pre-integration. It
is the job of a system administrator to define meta-
classes within the meta-metaclass framework. The
behaviour and structure of these metaclasses are
made for a special domain but should not be spe-
cialised on an application.



Stage 3: At the Class Level, the application developer is
able to build his classes as instances of the meta-
classes from level 3. The classes are extended for
the special requirements of a particular application
and so can only be used by this application.

Stage 4: The end user of the application creates instances
of the classes built in level 3 and works with them
in the application. At this level, no knowledge of
the relations and behaviour of the objects is required;
all that need be done is to provide the data that are
stored in the object attributes.

4.2 Prerequisites

The idea is to choose typical standard business processes
(such as order processing) that cross the boundaries of or-
ganisations or organisational sub-units and to select simi-
lar business processes in different organisation (or organ-
isational sub-units) that could be unified.

We assume here that the component schemas to be in-
tegrated are already provided in the high level description
format (e.g., in OBD), but are unenriched. In the same
way as aggregation hierarchies are added during schema
enrichment for data integration [GSSC95c, NS89], refine-
ment hierarchies of activities and states [KS96, Sch90]
can be added during schema enrichment for behaviour in-
tegration, yielding abstract activities and abstract states.
(These can be utilised later to compare schemas at a
higher level of abstraction.) We will define a set of rel-
evant abstraction operators. (Note: abstract activities are
just semantic abstractions and cannot be invoked such as
abstract supertypes may not be instantiated.) In addition,
it seems worthwhile to identify strategies to enrich unla-
belled behaviour diagrams with extensions allowing the
verification of the important formal properties of label
preservation, unique label distribution, and common la-
bel distribution [SS02]. These properties enable an easy
check for behaviour consistent specialisations [SS02] and
we expect them also to simplify the testing of the inverse
operation, generalisation, for consistency.

Since the component schemas have been developed
independently, they may show semantic heterogeneities.
Comprehensive taxonomies of these heterogeneities have
been established for data integration for various data
models [GSSC95b, KS91b, KCGS93]. A similar taxon-
omy for object behaviour is needed for behaviour integra-
tion. Such a taxonomy will be established by analysing to
which dual behaviour heterogeneity each known data het-
erogeneity gives rise (e.g., in a structural conflict, an at-
tribute “address” may correspond to two attributes “city”
and “street”; similarly, an activity “move” might corre-
spond to two activities “changeCity” and “changeStreet”)
by investigating our selected case studies, and by system-
atic consideration of the possible usages of OBD’s mod-
elling elements.

Elements of two component schemas may be corre-
spond to each other according to various semantic re-
lationships that require different integration strategies.
Such correspondence relationships have been identi-
fied for data elements in [KS95, SN88] (e.g., identical,
category-related, role-related, history-related) and else-
where (see: [BE96, Con97]). Again, a corresponding tax-
onomy is needed for behavioural elements and will need
to be developed as described above for semantic hetero-
geneities.

4.3 Performing Integration

Integration by generalisation is the approach com-
monly used in object-oriented integration methods

[Con97]. More specifically,discriminated generalisation
[GSSC95a] (which corresponds togeneralisation with
object colouring[KS95, SN88], suggests itself as the
main integration operator to integrate comparable local
object classes into a generalised, global object class.

Typical subcases of the integration problem that sug-
gest themselves are: (a) for two classes that represent
different real world objects/business processes (e.g. ho-
tel reservations and car reservations; both being reserva-
tions); a situation which is typical for a company merger,
(b) for local classes that represent different roles of pos-
sibly the same real world objects (e.g., an order in ad-
ministrations and in manufacturing), (c) for two classes
that represent the same real world objects but at differ-
ent points in time (e.g., if there is a typical producer con-
sumer relationship between two companies), and (d) for
the mixed case.

The standard correctness criteria used in earlier work
on object lifecycles,observation consistency(OC) andin-
vocation consistency(IC), apply here as well. Informally,
OC guarantees that any life cycle occurrence of an in-
stance of a local object type is observable as correct pro-
cessing according to the behaviour diagram of the global
object type. And, IC guarantees that any start or comple-
tion of an activity on an instance of global object type can
be translated into the start or completion of an activity on
the corresponding local instance such that the local effect,
when perceived at the global level, corresponds to the be-
haviour diagram of the global object type. Formal defini-
tions with respect to LBDs and specialisation are given in
[SS02]. Necessary extensions and modifications include
(a) definition of IC and OC for activities with parameters,
i.e., activities affecting several objects, (b) object special-
isation (roles) [GSR96], where a root object is specialised
into two objects as opposed to their current definition with
type specialisation in mind [GS98] where extensions of
two subtypes are usually disjoint, and (c) handling of in-
consistency between corresponding local objects due to
asynchrony caused by delayed updates in one of the local
autonomous systems.

A highly desirable goal is to find necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for OC and IC that can be checked (as
far as possible) locally for a behaviour element (state or
activity) when it is introduced in the generalised, global
object type. This enables the incremental development of
the behaviour diagram of a global object type. It would
then be possible to define a set of integration operators
which, once given a semantic relationship between com-
parable behaviour elements, integrates (if possible) these
elements into the global object type according to the cho-
sen consistency criterion (IC, or OC, or both). It is these
operators that would be

Concurrency plays a role in this process as well. Due
to delayed updates, corresponding local objects may be
inconsistent. This is reflected in data integration by ob-
solete data values. In behaviour integration, the local
objects will then reside in normally incompatible states
(e.g., in states “toPay” and “paid”). We will identify
conditions under which asynchronisms can be recognised
and shielded at the global object type, if desired by the
user (discriminated generalisation can always provide the
full picture, if necessary). We call such inconsistencies
“weak” as they will disappear once delayed activities
have been performed in contrast to strong inconsisten-
cies which are caused by performing conflicting activities
(such as alternatives) in the local systems.

Although our initial studies and earlier work relies on
OBDs due to their elegant semantics, we expect that (as in
earlier work) the results willmutatis mutandiscarry over
to UML. The integration of state charts was already stud-
ied by Frank and Eder [FE99]. However, this work did



not examine the option of a “loose coupling” between dif-
ferent systems, and concurrency aspects such as the weak
inconsistencies above, which might well arise in the case
of, say, a web service based systems, were not covered,
nor was the topic of database evolution.

The latter is a another as yet unexplored area that
has to be addressed in the long term; when developing
behavior-based integration approaches, ultimately one as-
pect of behavior that will have to be addressed is long-
term behavior at the federated database level, if the lo-
cal systems themselves evolve, or a new local system is
added to the whole.

4.4 Tool support

It is widely accepted that database integration is anengi-
neering taskwhich cannot be fully automated. Schema
enrichment as well as detection of semantic hetero-
geneities and correspondences between schema elements
(or verification of automatically detected correspon-
dences) requires human intervention. Similarly, different
reasonable options to integrate comparable elements exist
and it is up to the human user to choose the option most
appropriate for the intended application (e.g. the choice
between OC and IC).

To support the system integrator as far as possible, an
obvious avenue is to investigate how semantic knowledge
added during schema enrichment can be exploited to de-
tect possible correspondences between schema elements.
It is quite reasonable to expect that semantic abstractions
of behavioural elements can guide this detection process
in the same way that semantic abstractions of structural
elements have been utilised in the past [GSSC95c]. An-
other concern is the exploration of design guidelines (sim-
ilar to those established for conceptual database design)
that assist the integrator in choosing between multiple
meaningful integration choices, especially when seman-
tic heterogeneities need to be resolved.

Since in practice detection of correspondences and
integration are carried out iteratively and incrementally
(especially if one follows the productive prototype ap-
proach and starts with a small federated database at first),
a schema integration tool must support the definition of
partially integrated schemas after some correspondences
have been verified. In such cases the tool must keep track
about integrated activities or states at which OC and IC
have not yet been checked.

The current state of our tool support only addresses is-
sues of representation or, more accurate, notation, and not
yet integration. As part of the preparation for bridging the
gap between our OBD based approaches and the UML
world, we have developed a metamodel for an adapted
version of UML activity diagrams that provides improved
parallelism and other advantages, making the translation
of results from OBDs easier [SH03]. Two masters the-
ses deal with the translations between BPEL4WS mod-
els and activity diagrams [Rin03, Rei04]. Transformation
rules specified in an OCL subset are used to define a map-
ping between MOF metamodels to define the BPEL4WS-
UML mapping [Rei04]. The next suite of tools will build
on these to provide analysis and integration capability.

5 Conclusion

Database and application integration remain as much of
an urgent topic as they were ten years ago; in fact the
problem area has arguably grown in importance. In par-
ticular, the rise of loosely coupled, distributed, dynam-
ically arranged applications based on the Web Service
paradigm means that the past focus on structural aspects
grows less and less adequate. Tools that are intended to

provide semantic support for integration tasks will need
to deal with high level representations of behavior and
object life cycles such as expressed through OBDs, UML
activity diagrams, or web service coordination languages.
A metaclass architecture is designed to permit tailoring
of the scope of integration operators to the desired set of
domains, with basic underlying operators defined at the
highest level and available for all domains. Consistency
rules between the behaviour diagrams of the object types
to be merged will aid in the correct selection of operators,
and tool support can provide consistency checking func-
tions that greatly facilitate the job of the human user who
makes the ultimate integration decisions.
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